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This space is meant to foster creativity and innovation in a
variety of ways. We are working to secure partners with different
levels of expertise and backgrounds that can supplement our current
internal programs that will transition to this MC.
A major amenity within the new Martens Center as this area will
provide opportunities for swim lessons, warm water exercises, lap
swimming, and leisure swimming.

Have your name featured on this multi-faceted play
structure that will keep kids amused and entertained.
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Gymnasium

Rooms (2)											
youth theatre, afterschool and summer day camp programs, special
events, and other related activities and programs.
Another major amenity that will provide a variety of multi-service opportunities with the
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Rooms (3) and summeraccess
to both the aquatics area and the gymnasium.

Pavilion
Fitness Center

Sponsor opportunities for family gatherings, corporate
meetings or simple lunchtime picnics.
The fitness center will provide users state of the art fitness equipment
with updated technology. The fitness area will be an attractive location
for all ages to work out and develop their fitness levels.

A local artist will be contracted to paint a mural
Mural
								
reflecting our community on the main wall leading to
(Main Lobby)
the second floor in the main entrance lobby.
Indoor Walking &
Running Track

Great naming opportunity to be associated with the most used amenities
within any recreation center. The indoor walking track is one of the most
used and most sought-after amenities in a facility like Martens Center.

Bump, set, spike! Sponsor years of play!
Volleyball Court 										
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regardless of their ability to pay. Sponsor banners will hang
Banners
around the new gymnasium for all to see.
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